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the ionosphere above an altitude of 150 miles
(the topside ionosphere) has been obtained by
the ute of Instruments carried m satellites
See also Atmosphere
Ions electrically charged atoms or groups of
atoms Atoms of the metals lose electrons to
become positively charged ions e g the sodium
ion (Na+) has one electron less than the atom.
The non metal ions are negatively charged
«{7 the chloride ion (C1-) has one electron
more than the atom Similarly a group like
the sulphate ion (feO4 ~3 has more electrons
than the constituent atoms Thus the hydro
gen atom without its electron is a hydrogen ion
or proton and the hel urn atom without its two
electrons is a helium ion or alpha parlide
When >n electric force is applied to certain
solutions the ions Into which molecules of the
disTObed substance are broken up are attracted
to the oppositely charged electrodes thelr
movements constituting an electric current
through the oomtion In the same way gases
including air conduct electricitv by virtue of
free Jons (see F12fSi) Combustion radio
activity and ultri violet ind cosmic radiations
produce lomsation Sec F20(2)
Ipecacuanha, a flowering plant of the Brazilian
forests \arioua alkaloids are isolated from
ipecacuanha one is emetine which is used in
medicine to caiue vomiting and so remove
poisons from the stomach Another is used is
an expectorant in cough mixtures
Indium a white and very hard metal symbol Ir
discovered by J?ennant in 1804 It occurs
naturally sb an alloy with platinum or osmium
tips for fountain pen nibs have been mode from
the former native alloy The former standard
metre was composed of platinum-indium alloy
(see Metre) as are parts of scientific apparatus
and surgical tools that most be non-corrodible
Iris the typical genus of the botanical order
Indacae with tuberous rhizomes and sword
shaped leaves many of the family having
beautiful flowers About 100 species of Iris
art recorded from the northern temperate zone
the most common species wild in Britain being
the yellow flag Orris root used in perfumery
conies from another iris species
Iron is a metallic element symbol Fe OJatin
ferrum) ocurring widely in nature m each ores
as haematite loadstone (magnetic iron oxide)
spathic ore and iron pyrites It is extracted
by a process known as smelting with coke
and limestone in a furnace Its many uses are
familiar the most important being hi the
manufacture of cast and wrought iron products
and of steels which are alloys mainly of iron
with added carbon and various metals Iron
rust is formed by the action of oxygen and
water and is i coating of iron oxide See
Smelting
Ironclads, ships of war cased in iron or steel plates
of sufficient thickness to resist projectiles They
were first introduced (1858) m the French Navy
and in 1860 the first British ironclad the
Warrior was launched.
Iron Curtain. In a speech at Fulton U.S .A on
March 5 1946 Sir Winston Churchill used this
phrase to describe the dividing line behind
which he said lie all the capitals of the ancient
States of Central and Eastern Europe—Warsaw
Berlin Prague Vienna, Budapest Belgrade
Bucaiest and Sofia These famous cities and
Hie populations around them, said Sir Winston,
lie In the Soviet sphere and are subject to a
very high and increasing measure of control
from Moscow
Ironsides were Cromwell s special troopers so
called because of their solidity and firmness In
battle
Irredentists, a political party organised in Italy
about 1S78 with the object of incorporating
within Italy neighbouring regions Also a
person, group or party advocating policies for
the restoration to their country of territory for
merly belonging to it but later lost
Irrigation, an artificial method of providing water
for the growth of plants on lands where the
natural supply of water is deficient The
science has made immense progress during the
last fifty years, and has been the means of bring
ins into profitable cultivation -past tracts of
termcry to India and Western America which
 had previously been arid wastes The systems
are Tarious and are utilised according to the
special conditions of the land to be irrigated but
the success which has attended these expert
ments has been very gratifying In fact im
gated lands are often more productive than
lands which receive a fair amount of moisture
from the elements the irrigation supply can be
distributed and regulated exactly according to
requirements Irrigation also serves the pro-
pose of supplying warmth in winter e g m the
English water meadows and in the more highly
developed Italian marcnte and winter meadows
where the wafer is mostly applied in winte
when there is plenty of ram There are several
other functions of irrigation e g washing out
of excess salts
Tomglass a gelatinous substance manufactured
from the swim bladders of certain fish used to
preserve eggs to keep beer free from sediment
and to make a glue
Islam    See J26
Isobars are the lines drawn on charts linking
together points of ecnial barometric pressure
Isochasrns hnes connecting places at which there
is an equal probability of seeing an aurora
taking the average over a number of years based
on the auroral catalogue of Fritz
Isomers are chemical compounds having the same
composition but different structural arrange
ments and consequently different physical and
chemical properties For example ethyl
alcohol and methyl ether are isomers since
the molecules of both are built tip of two atoms
of carbon sis of hydrogen and one of oxygen
mz C.H,O ethyl alcohol C2H6OH and
methyl ether CHaOCHj
Isotherms ire hnes drawn on charts through
points of equal temperature
Isotopes When one talks of an element say
uranium or lead the name of the element is a
generic name for a collection of uranium species
and lead species The different species are
called isotopes For any particular element
the number and arrangement of electrons
around the nucleus are the same in all the
isotopes so all the isotopes have the same
chemical properties Soddy has described
isotopes as elements the atoms of which have
similar outsides but different insidea Po~
example m the nucleus of the uranium isotopes
IT 235 U 288 and IT 238 there are respectively
143 146 and 147 neutrons but j.11 have 02
protons The isotopes have different atomic
weights m this instance respectively 235 238
and 239 But all have the same chemical
properties See F10(S)
Ivory, the dentine substance of which the tuska of
the elephant hippopotamus walrus etc aie
composed The tusks of the African elephant
sometimes weigh as much as 100 Ib ind reach
a length of 8 or 9 ft
Ivory Gull a email beautifully shaped sea-bird
with staking all white plumage and black legs
which breeds on the rocky shores of the Arctic
being found farther north than any other bird
it occasionally wanders south In the winter
Ivy the well known climbing shrub chiefly ever
green furnishing a sudorific the bernes having
also emetic properties
Jabiru the Brazilian name for the giant storl of
South America.
Jacamar, from Jacamen the Brazilian name for a
smallish toird with long sharply pointed bill and
brilliant plumage which inhabits the tropical
legions of South America east of the Andes
These birds are seen sitting motionless on trees
darting off at intervals like flycatchers to
catch insects on the wing
Jaoana, a tropical bird (the -water hen of Brazil and
the warmer parts of America) of wide range,
beautiful of plumage with «iim body and
narrow wings and long pointed beak. It
feeds on seeds and Insects inhabits marshy
lands and is related to the plovers
Jack, & HTimll schooner rigged vessel used in the
Newfoundland fisheries a pike an oscillating
lever a device used in roasting meat
Jackal Canis awreut a small wild dog related to
the wolf and resembling a fox. The Common

